
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Round 8             

31st August 2014 Cadets 
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Heat 1 saw Alex Whipday on 
pole position for the first 
Inkart round on our new 
circuit layout, a very even 
start with all the drivers 
showing maturity with no 
dramas on the opening lap. 
Veimar made a good start 
taking 3

rd
 place form Alex 

Heat 1 

 

Heat 2 
Alex Bomberg made a good 
start to heat 2 taking the lead 
of Thomas Oxley at the first 
hairpin. As Alex tried to pull 
away he makes a mistake on 
the same corner the 
following lap and spins out 
allowing Thomas the lead of 

An even start to heat 3. 
Jordan made a good 
overtake on Jack on the 
opening lap to take p2. 
Jordan then went on to set 
up an overtake on Veimar for 
the lead of the race, Jordan 
got a run out of the first 

Heat 3 

 

  Bomberg then moving on to 
overtake Michael Burrows for 
2

nd
. Jordan tried an overtake 

on Michael at the down ramp 
hairpin, getting it a bit wrong 
he made contact with 
Michael forcing him wide and 
picking up a black flag. After 

the penalty Michael held on 
for 3

rd
 place behind Veimar 

while Alex W took the heat 
win. Jordan got his head 
down and managed to get 
back into p5 by the end of 
the race. 
 
 
 

 
 

the race. Alex rejoins the in 
last. Eric Su then picked up a 
black flag for ABC at hairpin 
one. A good battle for 2

nd
 

between Jack Tickle, Luis 
Gardner and Alex Whipday. 
Luis keeps looking for the 
inside going into the tunnel 
but is not far enough 

alongside to make a move. 
Jack then makes a mistake 
coming off the bridge, Luis 
has to take avoiding action 
leaving himself open to 
attack from Alex. Some good 
defensive driving from Luis 
keeping him in p3. Thomas 
takes the win. 

hairpin and into the tunnel 
holding the inside line and 
making the move stick. Jack 
Tickle, still defending well, 
holding off Michael and Luis. 
Jordan looked to be pulling 
away from Veimar until the 
latter came back with a 

fantastic overtake into the 
final corner and immediately 
pulls away to take the win. 
Jack makes a mistake and 
loses out to Michael and Luis 
in the final laps.  

Heat 4 

 

Heat 5 

 

No position changes at the 
start of Heat 4. Lap 2 Dhairya 
loses out to Luis and Thomas 
dropping down to 4

th
 Veimar 

and Jordan look to be 
struggling getting through the 
field from their back of the 
grid starts. Eventually they 

make their way passed 
Dhairya, both making good 
overtakes at the first hairpin 
for the positions. At the front 
it’s Eric Su leading the pack 
and looking very comfortable. 
Veimar and Jordan then 
make 2 more overtakes to 

pass Luis for 3
rd

 and 4
th
. 

Veimar setting fastest lap in 
the process. Eric Su takes 
the win ahead of Thomas 
Oxley and Veimar. 

Heat 5 got underway with 
Jordan on Pole position. As 
the lights went out it was 
obvious something was 
wrong with his kart as it didn’t 
respond then he accelerated. 
A restart was called by race 
control. Once the kart had 

been swapped over the 
drivers lined up again. A 
good start this time saw all 
drivers get away fairly. 
Jordan immediately pulled 
out a lead and was un-
hassled for the entire race. 
Alex W received a black flag 

for ABC on Eric at Hairpin 
one and dropped down to 
last. Eris made his way back 
into p4. Jordan took the win 
ahead of Alex Bomberg and 
Jack Tickle.  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cadets 

All drivers got away well for 
the start of Heat 6. Michael 
Burrows picked up a black 
flag for ABC at the hairpin. 
Luis, Veimar and Alex B all 
got away and began in 
intense battle for the lead. 
Luis lost the back end under 
braking for the down ramp. 
He spins but manages to 

Heat 6  

Eric Su made a mistake 
before the race was even 
started, he looked away at a 
crucial moment and missed 
the start of the race, he 
somehow managed to hold 
onto his p3 grid spot and 
actually set up an overtake at 
the first hairpin to take 2

nd
 

from Jack Tickle! All the 
drama gave Alex Whipday 
the best possible start as he 
pulled away instantly and 
held on to take the win and 
secure his place in the A 
Final. Michael Burrows in 4

th
 

position looked to be 
struggling and was unable to 
make an overtake on Jack. 
Alex took the race win, Eric a 
close 2

nd
, Michael Burrows 

The Finals 
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rejoin in 3
rd

 place and quickly 
catches the pack. He 
manages to pass Alex and 
goes after Veimar. Final 
corner Luis goes for an 
overtake, running wide and 
forcing Veimar with him. Alex 
takes full advantage of this 
and cuts underneath both of 
them and takes the race win. 

Veimar 2
nd

 and Thomas 
Oxley claimed 3

rd
 across the 

line. 

  

just about made an overtake 
stick to take 3

rd
. 

 
The A final started with 
Veimar out to win straight 
away putting in fast laps. 
Jordan passed Thomas 
Oxley to take 3

rd
 place then 

moved on to trying to pass 
Alex Bomberg. Alex puts up 
a fight with some good 
defensive driving but 
eventually Jordan passes 
him under the tunnel. Veimar 
has a good lead but Jordan 
in clean air gets his head 
down and starts to reel him 
in, Jordan catches Veimar 
with 2 laps to go, a fantastic 
overtake setup with a dummy 
move on the down ramp puts 

Veimar on the defensive, 
Jordan goes wide and cuts 
back to get himself alongside 
Veimar into the tunnel, 
Jordan holds the inside line 
and makes the overtake. 
Veimar tries to fight back has 
no answer for Jordan’s pace, 
final lap of the race Jordan 
pulls away to confirm his 
victory and also set a new 
lap record of 30.741 
seconds. Veimar comes 
home in 2

nd
 place and Alex 

Whipday put in a fantastic 
drive from the back of the 
grid to take 3

rd
.   

 
 
 
 

  

  


